ZOMBIE INC.
As recorded by In Flames
(from the 1999 Album "Colony")

Transcribed by Carlos Acosta (Geeko)
Words by Anders Fridén
Music by Jesper Strömblad, Björn Gelotte, Peter Iwers, Daniel Svensson
Arranged by In Flames

All guitars are tuned down two whole steps (low to high C F G b E b G C)

Intro Bass tuning (low to high C F Gb Eb)

Fast Metal $\nu = 170$

Half Time

Gtrs I, II

Gtr IV
Chorus

Gtr I

Gtr II
E Chorus

Gtr I

Gtr II

---
ZOMBIE INC. - In Flames

```
Slightly Slower \( \frac{d}{\text{beat}} = 168 \)

\( \text{Gtr I, II} \)

\( \text{Gtr IV} \)

\( \text{Gtr V} \)
```

---

1999 Nuclear Blast
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**ZOMBIE INC. - In Flames**

**Guitar Break**

* E5

**Gtrs III, IV**

**Gtr I**

**Gtr II**

**Gtr V**

* let ring

* sl.

* H

---

1999 Nuclear Blast
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